City Hire Pty Ltd

Editors note: Teletrac Inc. and Navman Wireless are now merged as a global telematics powerhouse. This content was created prior to the unification of both brands.

City Hire enjoys
these benefits with
Navman Wireless:
▫ Better visibility of the entire fleet
▫ Time savings which equate to money savings
▫ Easier communication with guys on the road
▫ Less unauthorised vehicle usage
City Hire started in 1980 in Kelvin Grove, Brisbane and has two distinct
divisions. The first is City Hire, which specialises in hiring equipment
for DIY, trade, construction and renovation. Most customers prefer
to pay City Hire to transport rather than transport themselves. The
second division is Event Rentals, which supplies a wide range of
equipment for large events and functions right down to the backyard
BBQ. Most of these orders are delivered by Event Rentals.
The company has three branches and 26 delivery vehicles and
operates from the Gold Coast up to the Sunshine Coast with most of
the work carried out in the Brisbane Area.

Easier communication with guys on the road
City Hire has two Delivery Coordinators in their head office – one for
City Hire and one for Event Rentals. Some jobs are booked in advance
but most come in on the day. The company schedules jobs by truck,
not by driver so drivers need to specify which vehicle they’re loading
and using. When the Delivery Coordinator knows which truck has
which goods, he can send the delivery address to the vehicle while the
driver is at the depot. “Drivers no longer have to waste time looking at
maps before they leave the depot or stopping at the side of the road.

The OnlineAVL2 is very good at showing detailed maps – right down to
the street number,” says Mr Hughes.
Navman Wireless Navigation enables the Delivery Coordinators
to send very detailed messages. Mr Hughes explains, “Sometimes
a Scaffold pick up can consist of ten components with multiple
quantities of each component. We can type each component into the
system so there’s no error and nothing gets forgotten. It’s much better
than trying to communicate all that information over our two-way
radios.”

Better visibility and productivity
“There was no resistance from drivers when we installed Navman
Wireless. They’ve come to realise that they don’t have to spend so
much time on job sites. If someone takes 15 minutes doing something
that should take five, we can ask him about the holdup or contact the
customer if the holdup was their doing, says Mr Hughes.
”This visibility has made the drivers work more efficiently, its cut down
on unauthorised vehicle usage and enabled Mr Hughes to charge
clients more accurately. He says, “If we know we have a ‘difficult’
customer who’s not there when they should be, we can increase their
delivery fee so we’re not out of pocket for our time or our fuel. The
system has given us a better picture of both our business and our
customers.”
Mr. Hughes also uses a number of Navman Wireless reports. He runs
the activity report by vehicle to see how long each truck stays on each
site. He sometimes runs the replay-a-day report and he also uses the
idling report. “The reports have definitely helped us show the drivers
how they could be saving the company time and money,” states Mr
Hughes.

More efficient customer service

Time savings which equate to money savings

With Navman Wireless, City Hire’s Delivery Coordinators can answer
customer queries immediately. Mr Hughes says, “If a customer knows
we’re coming at some time in the afternoon but has to leave their site
or home, they can call us and the Delivery Coordinator just looks at
the OnlineAVL2 to see where the truck is. He then gives the customer
a good estimate of when the driver will be on their way based on the
driver’s location and the type of job he’s completing.” This instant
access to information impresses customers and enables drivers to
continue with their work uninterrupted.

When City Hire first considered installing a tracking and navigation
system, they looked at a simple cost versus saving analysis. Mr.
Hughes explains, “We figured that if half our vehicles could save 15
minutes a day in travel time and time spent communicating with head
office, that would save us double the cost of the system over three
years. In reality, we’re saving about 15-30 minutes a day per vehicle
for the entire fleet! We’re very pleased with the system and what it’s
saving our business

Fuel savings and more knowledgeable drivers
Navman Wireless is saving City Hire on fuel costs as it helps educate
drivers. The M-Nav can show drivers another route than he usually
takes which might save time, especially during heavy traffic times.
“The system even reroutes for the driver if he hits traffic and goes
another way. Our guys simply don’t get lost anymore,” comments Mr.
Hughes. The company can also feel more comfortable hiring people
from out of town who don’t know the area.

“Navman Wireless Tracking and
Navigation is invaluable to any business
that has a number of drivers who go
to a wide variety of addresses.”

To learn more, call 1300 111 477 or visit teletracnavman.com.au
THINK ABOUT THE INK BEFORE YOU PRINT!
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